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edge is:dull,andits normal characteristic has been obliterated, either
accidentally or negligently, it will burst the loops, does not constitute
it the wedge of the patent.
The test of infringement,when alleged against the manufacturer of

a machine, and based solely upon the machine itself, is whether, as
made and when offered for sale, it contains the patented invention.
If its structure is such that, when used in the manner contemplated
by the manufacturer, it has the capacity of appropriating the inven-
tion, he can be treated as an infringer by participation with the user.
But if its structure is such that it can only acquire that capacity by
misuse, whether negligent or intentional, he is not responsible as an
infringer.
Accordingly the decree of the circuit court should be reversed, with

costs against the appellee, and the cause remanded to the circuit
court, with instructions to dismiss the bill, with costs of that court.
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1 PATENTS-CONSTRUOTION OF CLAIMS-"SUBSTANTIALL'f AS SET FORTH."
The;! phrase, "SUbstantially as set forth," used in the claim of a patent,

has a technical meaning, and is equivalent to saying, "by the means de-
scribed in the text of the inventor's application for letters patent, as
llIustrated by the drawings, diagrams, and models which accompany the
,application." These words limit the general terms of the specification,
which set out the function performed by the invention, and confine the
inventor's rights to his own special'means of performing that function.

2. SAME-INFRINGEMENT-EvIDENOE-RULINGS OF PATENT OFFIOE.
Where the patent office, after fUll examination, grants, It patent for a

device Which accomplishes the same result as a device previously pat-
ented to a different inventor, this is a ruling that the later device does not
infringe the earlier patent; and in an infringement suit involving the two
devices this rUling is to be regarded as the testimony of experts of the
highest experience, skill, and knOWledge.

, 8. SAME-'--DEFECTIVE CI,AIM-AIR BRAKES.
In claim 2 of the Westinghouse aiI;-brake patent, No, 360,070, the de-

scription decl!ll'ing that the piston, "by a further traverse, admits air di-
rectly from the main air pipe to the brake cylinder," is fatally defective
in claiming only a result, which is public property, and not identifying the
·specific means by which that resultIs aChieved by the inventor.

, ", SAME-MEJCHANIOAL AND FUNOTIONAL EQUIVALENTS.
In determiningwbether onE! device employs means equivalent to those

of another device, the fact that th,e lnvelltionrelates to an agencY, such
as compressed air, which operates by modes not visible to the senses, does
not authorize the court to determine the I)latter by reference to functional
'equiva.Ients rather than mechanical equivalents. 66 Fed. 991, reversed.
0'ReHlyvd\:[orse, 15 How. 62, .
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S. OF PIuOR DECISIONS-RES JUDICATA.
Prima facie, a decIsion. founded upon one patent not In suit In the pres-

ent case, and another decision founded. upon three patents· collectively,
only one of which is now In Issue, declaring that an invention used by a
person not a party to the present suit was an Infringement, Is not blndlnl
where the alleged Infringing machine ditlers widely in structure from the
one complained of In those suits.

.. BAME-MECHANICAL EQUIVAI,ENTS-AIR BRAKES.
The brass-ring partition of the Boyden air-brake patents (Nos. 481,134,

481,135, and 481,136), with the port contained therein, inserted in and made
a part of the triple valve itself, which successfully accomplishes the func-
tion of discharging train pipe air Into the brake cylinder simUltaneously
with the triple valve's discharge of auxiliary reservoir air into that cylin-
der, Is not the mechanical equivalent of the additional stem and valve and
the by-passages leading from the additional valve to the brake cylinder,
Which, in the Westinghouse patent, No. 360,070, accomplish the same func-
tion, although both devices are put in action by the triple-valve piston
when on its extreme traverse. 66 Fed. 997, reversed.

appeal from the Circuit Court of the United States for the Dis-
trict of Maryland.
This was a bill in equity by George Westinghouse, Jr., and the

Westinghouse Air-Brake Oompany against the Boyden Power·Brake
Oompany, George A. Boyden, president, Charles D. Mann, secretary,
and William Whitridge, treasurer, for the infringement of a patent
relating to quick-action air brakes. In the circuit court a decree

rendered declaring infringement of claim 2, and noninfringe-
ment of claims 1 and 4, and awarding an injunction and accounting,
with a reference to a master in the usual form. 66 Fed. 997. From
this decree both parties appeal.
George Westinghouse, Jr., one of the complainants In this SUit, Is the in-

ventor of automatic air brakes for the slowing and stopping of .rallroad trains.
He has taken out patents for devices in this connection to the number of
some 10 or 12. Of these the patent now In suit is that numbered 360,070, is-
sued March 29, 1887. This device does not seem to have proved etlectual for
the special purposes for which It was designed, and he improved It by a
later one, patented to him on July 24, 1888, numbered 876,837, which Is not
In suit. These two devices, while preserving the mechanism for the ordinary
stopping of trains embraced In earlier patents, contained additional mechan-
ism for their prompt and complete stoppage in sudden emergencies. The ap-
paratus as thus and improved are technically called "qulck-actton
brakes," and are embraced In the patents 360,070 and 376,837.
Of the air brakes patented by Westingpouse preViously to the issuing of

the two patents just named, the latest Improvements were embraced In the
patent numbered 220,556, issued October 14, 1879. In speaking of this latter
patent We shall, except when special mention of previous ones will be neces·
sary, Include generically all the improvements embodied severally In its pred·
ecessors. This air brake, 220,556, though intended for both ordinary work and
emergency work, proved to be really etlectlve only for the ordinary slowing
and 'stopping of trains, and not to answer for the sudden stoppage of very
'long trains of cars. But It contained the auxiliary reservoirs and other ap-
paratus which gave the brakes an automatic action. These three patents,
Nos. 220,556, 360,070, and 376,837, are those which enter most directly Into
the consideration of before us.
It is true that the patent of Westinghouse, N9. 168,359, Is mentioned in com·

plainant's bill of complaint, and not 220,556; but In the briefs and In most
of the testimony No. 220,556 Is made the prominent subject of discussion, and
not 168,359. There was an intermediate patent, No. 217,838, which enters
more or less into the polemics of this controversy; inasmuch lUI tbat patent,

v.70F.no.9";":'52 '
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as well as, 220,556, already.' mentioned, were' the im1p.ediate bases on whieh
the qUick-action brake No. 360,070 was founded. , '
In the, earlier stages of the' development of the Westinghouse air brake, it

consisted of the following parts: l,i'irst, a compressing all' pump on the en-
gine, by which air was compressed to the density of 80 pounds to the square
inch; second, a large reservOir for storing the compressed air, flxed on the
engine; third, a train pipe or main pipe leading froin the engine to and along
all the ears of the train, connected at each interval between the ears by a
flexible hose, 'with, couplings, rendering the train pipe continuous, and con-
stituting it a conduit for transmitting compressed air from the engine to
every car; and,fourth, a brake cylinder on each ear, connected by a branch
pipe to the train pipe, and chargeable with compressed air through the train
pipe from the storage reservoir on the engine,-this brake cylinder operating
by means of suitable levers upon the brake shoes which clasped the wheels
of each car. Useful as this system of braking proved to be, it was found not
to meet all the requirements of the service. In the transmission of com-
pressed air from the engine an appreciabie loss of time was found to occur.
This loss proved to be about 1 second per ear; so that on a passenger train
of 10 cars the time necessary for the pressure to reach the rear car would be 10
seconds; and on a freig4t train of 50 cars would be nearly a minute. Thus,
while the forward movement of the foremost cars would be checked at once,
that of the rearmost cars would not be as promptly checked, and these would
come against the, cars in front, of them with more or less shock, producing
more or less discomfort or positive damage. This defect will be appreciated
'when It is remembered that a train moving at the rate of 45 miles an hOllr
moves 66 feet per second; so that a freight train of 50 cars would run more
than half a mlle before the brakes could'begin to be effective along the en-
tire train.'l'his defective sYstem contained but one reservoir for holding the
compressed all', which, as before stated, was attached to the engine, and from
which all the brak,e cylinc1ers of the several cars had Cl1arged
through the train pipe and its branches and couplings, ltw,as
upon the inventor, tllerefore, to devise a remedy for thisdetoct' In the earlier
forms of his air brakes. He supplied it by providing an auxlliltryreservoir
for compressed airon each par;, and also a mechfl,nism for dis-

;tIl' fro,nliliisaux!liaryrellervoir into the l;lr,ake cylinder
of its own sothat, as 'soon as, the engineer put In action ,hismechanlsllI
fOl-checking,' or' stOPPing the 1taln, there was a simultRneouj;laction of the
brake cylinders traiilupon the series of brakllsprovided for
each car. The mechanism devised for this purpose was wila.t Is known in
the art as the "tople valve," one' of which was Jor,efl,ch ,car, and
acted upon each'P,rake cylinder with compressed air drawn from each
nux1Iiary reservoir;, It' was 'l!. triple valve because 0lloe of its valves con-
nected with the train pipe leading 'from engille, anothlilr w,ith the auxiliar,Y
reservoir belonging to each car, and l!. tl:liid with the bra1>ecylinder of each
car. It was located at the junction of the three·pipes which lead from and to
each of these The has three ports leadipg" respectively,
to the three. devicel;l. named, and Ii. fourth one leading to the opell all'.
Avery important feature of the Westinghouse triple-valVe mechanism con-

sisted In its being a;titomatic in operation. U is Ilot in .our provip.ce to enter
into details. SufficeJt to say that when, the train is in use all the apparatus
which has been described IS kept cOnliltantly charged in wh4 compressed
air, generally to the density of 70 poundato the inch, whichllascontinuous
and' unobstructed flow from the main reservoir on the, en,gine to all the
au:tIlIary reservoirs on the cars. WhlIe the is tl)ua, full-charged
. froD:). the engine, through the train pipe to the auxiliary reservpirs, the piston
of each triple valve is held to its normal position with all ports closed, there
being an equipoise of pressure on each, sid,e of it. Jt follows tlJ,at whenever
the p,essure of I\.ir on the· train pipe side of the piston Is reduced, the
piston ino'V'es out,into its chamber, and thereby opens a pas1!itge for the com-
pressedalr from each auxlliary reservoir, into ,each brakllcyllnder, resulting
automatically in an application of the brakes.: reductiQn of pressure in
the train pipe has the result described, it is cauE1ep. by the engineer
'hi. intentionally opening his valve for the purpose, or by any accident which
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may produce a rupture in any part of the train pipe. Such action of the en-
gineer, 0,1' such accident, opens the train pipe for the escape of pressure from
that side of each triplec-valve piston, causes the piston to move forward'in its
chamber, and thereby to open a passage for discharging compressed air from
the auxiliary reservoir to the brake for action upon the brakes. 'l'his
automatic action was a very important achievement, and gave to the air brake
of Westinghouse a part of its name.
Before this invention, the brake cylinders were charged directly from the

engine by forcing the compressed air backward. into them along the entire
length of the train. In the triple-valve device the movement was reversed.
While the train is running, all the apparatus except the brake cylinders is full
of air of the density of 70 pounds, stored distributively in the several auxiliary
reservoirs. The engineer operates by opening wide his valve on the .engine
for the escape of train pipe air. which thereby takes a course the reverse of
the former, beginning at tIle rearmost car, and moving forward along all the
cars to its escape at the engineer's valve. Thus, before the invention of the
improved device patented in No. 217,838, when the engineer desired to apply
his brakes with full force he operated the valve at the engine, and opened the
port wide, letting the compressed air out of the train pipe at the locomotive,
then its only vent. The air, as before said, had to travel from the rear cal'
along all the cars, forward to the engine, before it could lessen the pressure
of the train pipe all' on the train pipe side of the chamber of each triple-valve
piston, and before It could thereby operate the brake cylinders with air frolll
the auxiliary reservoirs. Ina train of 50 cars it would have to travel nearly
half a mile to get out at the engine. Westinghouse devised in patent 217,838
a means of quickly emptying the train pipe by providing release valves on
each car connected directly with the train pipe; so that the air of the train
pipe could be verlted promptly at each car, and thus shorten the time of bring-
ing all the brakes along the whole train into action. But while the trip\(.-
valve and other mechanism patented in No. 217,83$ and carried into No.
220,556 was found to accomplish the purpose of producing simultaneous ac-
tion by the brakes in every car, and thus to prevent, in a great measure, the
jostling of cars against each other, thereby securing a comparatively steady,
smooth, uniform arrest of movement along the whole train, yet it was found
to be effective for this PUl'}luse in very long freight trains only on ordinary
occasions, such as the stopping of trains at stations, or slowing them at side
tracks, or holding their speed in check on descending grades, The mechanism
of the patents just named 'did not provide effectively for sudden emergencies,
and therefore failed to meet a great necessity of the service. It is true that
the design of the inventor was to devise in these patents an apparatus that
would be effective for both the gradual and the sudden stoppage of trains.
For the former purpose he.inserted a sensitive valve in the stem of the triple-
valve piston of 220,556, by which, on a partial movement of the piston in its
chamber, a graduated discharge of air from the auxiliary reservoir into the
brake cylinder was effected. For the latter purpose-the sudden stoppage of
trains-he provided a main valve at the end of the stem of the piston, lly
which, on a complete traverse by the triple-valve piston in its chamber, a
large venting of compressed air from the auxiliary reservoir was effected; so
that, in the language of one of the 'Westinghouse witnesses: "If an emergency
arises demanding that the brakes be instantly applied with full force to effect
a'sudden stoppage of the train, the pressure of air is suddenly and considera-
bly or entirely reduced in the train pipe, with the result that the piston of
the triple valve makes its full stroke, * * * permitting auxiliary reservoir
air to flow directly into the brake cylinder, * * * [making what is known
as] the 'emergency stop.''' The inventor, however, failed in this'latter object.
It was found in practice that the air from the auxiliary reservoir did not act
with sufficient promptitude on the brakes for emergency purposes, and that
it would be necessary to devise some other means for effecting a quick action
of the brake cylinder. Patent 217,838, repeated in patent 220,556, was a most
valuable invention. It had great utility. It produced a uniform stoppage of
the cars of long trains on ordinary occasions; and on short trains,
passenger or freight, it was practically effective even for emergency pur-
poses. Yet tor the sudden stoppage of long trains in the face of immediate
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danger it failed to answer the requirements of the service. One of the coun·
sel of, Westinghouse expressed it in his oral argument before this court:
"A passenger train, or a freight train of moderate length, and'therefore of
moderate weight, could be stopped, lU:lis' shown by the proofs, by the old
automatic brake [patent 220,556], within reasonable limits of distance of space
and lapse of time; but, the railroad conditions of the country and the system
of traffic altering, by which large locomotives, drawing heavy and long trains,
came into use, a new development of the art was called for; that is, for a
brake which would act quickly on any car, and act quicker from car to car
than any which had previously existed." With this brake of patent 220"
556, gradual stopping and slowing was executed by giving the piston a partial
or half traverse in its chamber, by Which air passed through the sensitive valve
in the stem of the piston to the brake cylinder; and emergency stopping was
done by a full or extreme traverse of the piston in its chamber, which closed
the sensitive valve in its stem and opened the main valve fixed upon the end
of the stem, and allowed a full and direct venting of alrfrom the auxiliary reser-
voir into the brake cylinder. The best illustrations available for the better
understanding of the preceding remarks are the diagrams that are found below.

TRIPLE VALVE DEVICE OF PATENT 220,556.
And as shown in the Westinghouse Trade Catalogue of 1886.
,AUXILIARY RESERVOIR CONNECTION,

1

x
't

TRAIN PIPE CONNECTION.

ThIs cut shows the Valves and PIston G In the Releass Pol!ftlon. as used In 1879. The course
of the aIr in charging the Auxiliary ReservoIr passIng throngh the Port A Ie shown hy the line In·
dicated by the arrowe, :II: :11:,
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AUXILIARV RESERVOIR"CONNECTION;I"1' .
...

,t
'tRAtN. P1P£ CONNECTION,

This cut .hows the" preliminary traverse" of the piston G and the valv9lI e' and H In posi-
tion for graduating and service stops, as uBed In 1879. 'fhe course of the air from the AuxUlary
R9lIervoir to the Brake Cylinder passing through the port opened by the graduating valve e' Is
shown by the line Indicated by the arrows, x x,

3
«.. .
QZz2-
,C) iii
.. Z¥z«8

t "
TRAIN PIPS: CQHN£CTlCJlII

This cut shows the" further traverse" of the pieton G with the main valve H In poBlt1on for
an emergenry etop. The port C t,hereby belnl\" opeued to lte full capacity to admit air to the
Brake Cylinder. qnlckly as ueed In 1879. The course or the air from the AnxllIary ReservoIr to the
Brake Cyllnder passing through the port opened b,y the wain valve B 18 shown b,y tile line Indi-
cated by the arrow., Jt J'o
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It is obvious from what has been said that the piston of the triple valves Is 3
most prominent instrumentality in the present controversy. The brakes are
operated by the engineer from the engine. The engineer's duty in connection
with them Is, first. to keep his apparatus full charged with compressed ail' when-
ever the train is In use, and, second, when the occasion requires, to let off air
from the train pipe, and thereby cause, In the mariner heretofore described, the
escape of more or less air from the auxlliary reservoirs into the brake cylinders,
for action upon the brakes. The mechanism Is such, also, as before stated, that
an escape of compressed all' from the train pipe results not merely from the
intentional action of the engineer himself, but automatically from any accident
that may happen to cause a severance of the .train into parts, or a rupture of
the train pipe or its connecting hose or branches. It is the escape or venting of
compressed air, either intentional or accidental, from the auxiliary reservoirs in
which It is stored Into the brake cylinders, that operates the brakes; and this
venting is done through the triple valves, by means, as heretofore stated, of
the triple-valve pistons In the Westinghouse automatic' all' brake, as patented
1n No. 220,556, the"ordlnary work of braking was performed by a partial trav-
erse of its chamber by a triple-valve piston, graduated, according to the pur-
pose desired, at the will of the engineer; and emergency work was done by an
extreme traverse of the piston to the end of its chamber. It may be observed
that the automatic air brake. patented as No. 220,556, wpich embraced all pre-
vious improvements, is now free to public use. the patent haVing expired, and
ceased to be confined to the exclusive use of its inventor.
A study of patent 220,556 will show that compressed air, driven by the engi-
neer into the train pipe, passed through the triple valve of each car to its aux-
iliary reservoir; that there was no vent for this airinto the brake cylinder except
thrqW;h the auxiliary reservoir, and that this vent from the auxiliary reservoir
to the brake cylinder ordinarily occurred when the triple-valve piston had made
hut a partial movement or traverse in its chamber. The te.'(t and diagram of
220,556 show that even a full or extreme traverse of the piston in its chamber
Would vent no other compressed air into the brake cylinders except from the
auxiliary reservoirs. The device embraced in patent 220,556, valuable and
efficient as it is and was for ordinary work on all trains with the triple-valve
piston in partial traverse. and for emergency work on short trains with the
triple-valve piston in extreme traverse,yet failed to meet the requirements of
the service for emergency work on long trains of 50 large freight cars. For
the latter work it was found insufficient In practice, the InSUfficiency consist-
Ing in not acting with sufficient promptitude. It is not for us to explain why
1he passage of compressed air exclusively from th.e auxiliary reservoirs to the
brake cylinders was not sufficiently prompton long freight trains. It is as-
sumed in the briefs. a.nd testimony that the mechanism of this patent did not
suffice for this work.' It is admitted on both sides that, while the mechanism
of 220,556, though effective for the ordinary purposes of braking trains, such as
8topping them at stations, sloWing them in passing switches and other points
requiring continuous movement, and checking them on descending grades, yet
that it was not effective for abruptly stopping long trains in sudden emergen-
cies. This deficiency of the Westinghouse brake in the stage of ImproYement
which it had reached in patent 220,556, from whatever cause resulting, created
the necessity for some additional invention, by Which, on sudden emergencies
in the presence of immediate danger, a long train of cars in rapid motion should
be immediately brought to an abrupt stoppage by an instantaneous and simul-
taneous application of all the brakes of every cal'. The thing wanted was
what has technically come to be called "qUick action." Each of the chief con-
testants in the present suit set himself laudably to Work in devising a means
to accomplish this important desideratum, each taking the air brake patented
as No. 220,556, Westh'tghouse's exclusive property in which having expired, as
the basis of his new device, the commonobject being to produce a mechanism
byWlllchto Secure instantaneously, Whenever and only when a sudden emer-

arose, such a quickened discharge of compressed all' into the several brake
cylinders that each car would simultaneously, and the entil'e. train as a Whole,
be brought to a sudden halt, but leaving all the mechanism aiieady existing for
use in ordinary braking unmolested and unchanged.
Counsel for appellees, in his oral argument, well described the need that was
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to be supplied when he said: "Quick action does not Involve greater power
of the brake. It Is not a question of greater force of brake, as applied to the
brake shoes of any Individual car. The force with which the brake shoes are
applied to any individual car is no greater with the Westinghouse qUick-action
brake (360,070), which is in controversy here, than it was with the old auto-
matic brake (220,556). The engineer is, in both cases, operating with seventy
pounds of pressure in the main reservoir on the locomotive and in the auxiliary
reservoirs on the cars throughout the train, and in the system of pipes through-
out the train; and all the force he can possibly apply with the present quick-
action brake (360,070), or with the old automatic brake (220,536), is seventJ"
pounds of pressure to the piston of the brake cylinuer, and through it to the
brake shoes." And the same counsel well described the desideratum sought for
-the gist of the urgent need-when he said that its characteristic must be "the
utilization of auxiliary reservoir pressure for service or for graduation, when
you do not need to use quick action; but when you want to get what is known
in the art as 'quick action,'-when the question of life or death is to be settlell
in a few seconds,-then the pressure from the train pipe, which comes from thl'
main reservoir on the locomotive, is to be utilized for that purpose." Westing-
house devised for each car an additional valve, which he so attached to the
triple valve of patent 220,556 that when the piston should be in complete tray-
erse, and driven to the end of its chamber, it should drive forward an additional
stem provided for this additional valve, and thereby open a port in that valv<,.
by which compressed air from the train pipe should pass, through hy-passages
independent of the triple valve, into the brake cylinder into which the triple
valve already vented compressed air from the auxiliary reservoir. By this dl;-
vice of the additional stem, the additional valve, and the independent by-pas-
sages into which the latter opened, the inventor contrived to discharge com-
pressed air from both the auxiliary reservoir and the train pipe into the brakp
cylinder of each car simultaneously, and thereby so quickened the action of the
brakes as to accomplish the desideratum of quick ,action. °.ro repeat, his devlel:
for this purpose consisted in attaching to the pre-existing triple valve, as
patented in No. 220,556, a machine which embraced an additional stem. an
additional valve, and additional by-passages leading from the port in the new
valve to the brake cylinder. This new attachment is put in action for em!']'-
gency purposes by the triple-valve piston when on its extreme traverse. 'I'll(>
previous machine, 220,556, had provided for the extreme traverse of that pisto!l
by which it had put in action the main valve at the end of its old stem, 31Hl
opened a full and direct flow of compressed air from the auxiliary reservoir
into the brake cylinder for use in emergencies. Thus the new contrivance,
the same extreme traverse of the triple-valve piston, continued the old flow
of compressed air for emergency purposes, and provided an additional flow of
the air for emergency purposes by an additional mechanism; this latter flo,'-
being directly from the train pipe, and the former flow being from the auxiliary
reservoir. Such was the make-up ot patent 360,070,-two machines in one box
or case.. It was found, on thorough and conspicuous trials, to be imperfect an(l
inefficient, and lacked that essential element of patented devices, utility. Bnt
it contained a valuable invention, and was afterwards so improved in detail,;,
when patented in No. 376,837, as to become a machine of great value to the
public, a supplemental piston being supplied in 376,837. '
Boyden also made a successful invention for venting compressed air from

the main reservoir and train pipe into the brake cylInder of each car simui-
taneously with venting that air from the auxiliary reservoir to the brake cylin-
der, as had been done for emergency purposes by the previous triple valve of
patent 220,556. He did not resort to a second machine. He did not devise an
additional stem, an additional valve, or, by-passages independent of those of
the triple valve. He accomplished the transmission of compressed air directly
from the train pipe to the brake cylinder by other means. He inserted a par-
t1tiod in the form of a brass ring into the triple valve of patent 220,556 itself,
between the chamber containing the valves and the compressed air of the aux-
iliary reservoir on one hand and the chamber of the piston coptaining train
pipe air on the other, and he opened a port in that partttion for the passage of
compressed air from the train pipe to the brake cylinder. He thereby so pro-
vided that, whereas Westinghouse's device employed a fourth valve, another
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stem, and newly-contrived. by-passages for discharging compreSsetl, air from
the train pipe into the brake cylinder, organized separately In.a second ma-
chine, Boyden contrived to discharge both train pipe air and auxiliary reservoir
air simultaneously into the brake cylinder without using an additional stem or
valve or by-passages. The devices of Westinghouse and Boyden are shown
herewitb.

COMPLAINANTS PATENT IN SUIT, NO. 360,070.

IIUXILIt,!IV
A,£SERvOIR
C°IftlECTI0!'l.

f
.T»AIN PIPE CONNtCTlOrt.

DEFENDANT'S STRUCTURE, PLATE XI•

. ·AUXlll....IV
IlfSERVOIR
CON"ECTlON.-

TRJiIIll PIPE
. CONNECTro"
-+-

"
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COMPLAINANT'S PATENT NO. 360,070.

Drawing No.7.
Note.-The Check-Valve 49 is located back of the passage 18 and therefore

18 not visible on Cut 7.

DEFENDANT'S STRUCTURE PLATE XL

DrawIng No.8.
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It is not for us to describe how the Introduction of train-pipe air into the
brake cylinder ot e"qbcar tbe,brakeswhich are already
subject to the action ot air from the auxiliary reservoir. It Is sufficient to say
that the engineer, by means of his valve on the engine, and by means of the
branch pipe leading from the train pipe to the triple valve of each car can vent
the air ot the train pipe directly and more promptly Into the brake cylinder
than he can by the Indirect conduit opened by the main valve of 220,556 Into
the brake cylinder trom the auxillary reservoir when its piston Is In extreme
traverse, asheretoforedesctlbed. Quick action being the desideratum, the en-
gineer effects· it more promptly by the means than by the Indirect.

.' LySander Hill and Hector T. Fenton,for Boyden Power-Brake Co.
George H. Christy and Frederick H. Betts, for Westinghouse Air-

Brake Co.
Befote' GOFF and SIMONTON, Circuit .Tudges,and HUGHES,

District Judge.

HUGHES, District Judge (after stating the facts). The foregoing
statement of facts and explanation of the devices upon which the de-
eision of this case depends is of unusual length, which has been a
necessary result of the extraordinary magnitude of the record and
the unusual number and volume of the briefs of counsel in the case;
but it has been prepared at the expense of very much labor, and is,
we trust, sufficiently correct to warrant the conclusions of law which
we have founded upon them.
Of the technical "claims" set out by Westinghouse in his applica-

tion for the patent No. 360,070, those numbered 1, 2, and 4 are the
special subjects of this suit. The device described in these claims
is the one which Westinghouse charges in the bill of complaint in
this case to have been infringed by the Boyden invention. The three
"claims" are as follows, and the words in italics indicate the device
charged to have been infringed:
"(1) In a brake mechanism, the combination ot a main air pipe, an auxiliary

reservoir. a brake cylinder, a triple valve and an auxiliary valve device, actuated
by the piston of the triple valve, and independent of the main valve thereof. for atl-mit-
ting air in the applicaUon of the brake directly from the main air pipe to the brake
cylinder. substantially as set forth.
"(2) In a brake mechanism, the combination of a main air pipe, an auxiliary

reservoir, a brake cylinder, and a triple valve having a pistonwhose preliminary
traverse admits air from the auxiliary reservoir to the brake cylinder, and wMelt.
by afurtheil' traverse, admits air directly f1'om the main air pipe to the brake cylinde1'.
substantially as set forth. "
"(4) The combination, in a triple-valve device, ot a case or chest. a piston

fixed upon a stem and working In a chamber therein, a valve moving with the
piston stem, and governing ports and passages In the case leading to connec-
tions with an auxiliary reservoir and a brake cylinder and to the atmosphere,
respectively. and an au;r.iliary 'IIalve actuated by the piston stem, and controlling com-
?nunicat on between passages leading to connections with a main ai?' pipe and with the
brake cylinder, respectively, substantially as set forth. "

,The phrase, "substantially as set forth," is technical, and is equiva-
lent to saying, ''by the means described in the text of the inventor's
application for letters patent, as illustrated by the drawings, dia-
grams, and models which accompany the application." These words
limit the general terms of the specification which set out the func-
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tion performed by the invention, and confine the inventor's rights to
his own special means of performing the function.
It is unnecessary to set out in totidem verbis the technical "claims"

in which Boyden summarized his application to the patent office.
Suffice it to say that his device, original and improved, which is rep-
resented in the patents issued to him as Nos. 481,134, 481,135, and
481,136, dated August 16, 1892, provided for the admission by a
single valve, integral with the triple valve, of both train pipe air and
auxiliary reservoir air to the brake cylinder, for emergency stops.
He accomplished this object, as Westinghouse did, by a device acted
upon by the triple-valve piston when at the same extreme traverse at
which it had been previously used for emergency work. As to using
this extreme traverse, the patent for which had expired with No. 220,-
556, he did what Westinghouse did; but the object of either being
the discharge of train pipe air into the brake cylinder (which was
new) simultaneously with the discharge of auxiliary reservoir air in-
to that cylinder (which was old), Boyden invented a partitioning ring
in the old triple valve to divide the chamber of the three valves from
the chamber of the piston, and opened in this ring a port through
which the train pipe air might pass from the piston chamber through
the chamber of the valves to the brake cylinder; while Westinghouse
attached an additional and individual machine to patent 220,556,
consisting of a stem moved by the main piston in extreme traverse,
an additional valve, and additional independent by-passages leading
from the additional valve to the brake cylinder. The same result
was accomplished by the two devices, but these had but one means
in common. Each used one common mechanical movement of the
mair. piston, which was a movement for which the patent had ex-
pired. But the further mechanisms employed, respectively, by the
two inventions were, respectively, as has been described.
The transmission of train pipe air and auxiliary reservoir air simul-

taneously to the brake cylinder is a result or function, and is not pat-
entable. The means by which this or any other result or function
is accompUshed may be many and various, and, if these several meanl'!
are not mechanical equivalents, each of them is patentable. The
question at bar is whether Boyden's brass ring partition, with the
port it contains, inserted in and made a part of the triple valve itself,
successfully accomplishing the function of discharging train pipe air
into the brake cylinder simultaneously with the triple valve's discharge
of auxiliary reservoir air into that cylinder, is the mechanical equiva-
lent of Westinghouse's attached machine, nonintegral, segregate,
and individual, consisting of another stem, another valve, and by-
passages peculiar to itself leading from the additional valve to the
brake cylinder; both devices being put in action by the triple-valve
piston wben on its old extreme traverse. This question was pre-
sented, necessarily, to the patent office of the United States when
Boyden applied for a patent for the device under cqnsideration.
That office employs the best experts in mechanics which it can se-
cure in this and other countries. Its examinations are, indeed, ex
parte in form, but they are, nevertheless, conducted under hot and
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skilled contestation in e"ery case of importance; and its decisions,
though 'not conclusive, are entitled to great respect. r.rhat office,
after full examination, awarded a patent to Boyden on the 16th day
of August, 1892, for his quick-action improvement on the expired
patent 220,556, and thereby ruled that the Boyden device did not
infringe Westinghouse's quick-action patent No. 360,070. "That rul-
ing takes rank here as the testimony of experts of the highest experi-
ence, skill, and knowledge in mechanics. That ruling was subse-
quent to the issuing to Westinghouse of both the patents Nos. 360,070
and 376,837, four years after the latter patent, when the patent office
had full knowledge of them.
The circuit court held, in its decision of this case, that the Boyden

device was the functional equivalent of that of Westinghouse, as
described in claim 2 of patent 360,070; that both devices depended
upon the extreme traverse of the triple-valve piston of patent
220,556, and that this traverse was new and unusual. It held, vir-
tually, that the novelty of this extreme traverse, on which both the
quick-action devices of too two inventions depended, and their
functional equivalency, made Boyden's device an infringement of
Westinghouse's. That the mechanism of Boyden differed from that
of Westinghouse, so far as the mechanical means which were used in
availing of the extreme traverse was concerned, does not seem to have
been controverted by the circuit court. But it held, virtually, that
because the extreme traverse was new, and was a pioneer invention
of Westinghouse, and was necessary to put both of the two devices
into action, and because the means devised for utilizing the extreme
traverse in emergency work were functional equivalents of Westing-
house's,therefore Boyden's device was an infringement. It is obvi-
ous to us that the circuit court erred in imputing novelty to the
extreme traverse of the triple-valve piston of patent 220,556 and
its predecessor, 217,838. That machine was designed both for gradu-
ated braking and for emergency braking. The former was provided
for in the sensitive valve inserted in the stem of the triple-valve pis-
ton, through which compressed air was vented, in quantity graduated
at the will of the engineer, from the auxiliary reservoir into the brake
cylinder. But this earlier and expired patent contained more than
the sensitive valve in the stem of the piston, and more room in the
piston chamber than was necessary for a partial traverse of the piston.
It contained a main valve, and a sufficient prolongation of the piston
chamber for the extreme traverse. This main valve and this pro-
longation of the chamber were entirely useless for graduated work,
and was intended and employable only for emergency work. The
main valve would not have been contrived, nor the chamber pro-
longed, except for the purpOse, by giving the piston its extreme
traverse in the extended chamber, and thus bringing the main valve
into action, of fitting it for emergency work. The machine patented
as Nos. 217,838 and 220,556 did good emergency work in short trains,
and the extreme traverse of the piston was constantly employed iu
that work; and this employment of it was not "unusual." But in
long trains, and especially in long trains of heavy freight cars, it
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failed to do emergency work withsutlicient quickness. The emer-
gency apparatus, however, was there, to wit, the main valve and the
extended chamber. They had been patented, and the patent had
expired when patent 360,070 was issued. The extreme traverse of
the piston in its extended chamber for emergency use was as old as
the expired patent, No. 220,556. The circuit court, therefore, erred
in supposing and ruling that it was new and unusual.
As there was no novelty in the extreme traverse of the old triple-

valve piston, it must be eliminated from consideration, and the me-
chanical equivalency of Boyden's device of the partitioning ring
integral with the triple-valve itself on one hand, and, on the other
hand, the Westinghouse device attached to the triple valve, and
consisting wholly of apparatus not integral, but segregate, individual,
several, additional to and independent of it, depends upon the char-
acter of the two devices themselves, considered and compared apart
from the extreme traverse, and not-upon their being put into action
by the extreme traverse of the triple-valve piston. Comparing the
two devices apart from the triple-valve piston in extreme traverse,
we are unable to entertain a doubt that the ruling of the patent office
was correct to the effect that Boyden's device was not the mechanical
equivalent of that of Westinghouse. They seem to us to differ as
widely from each other as two devices for 'lccomplishing the same
result can well differ. We think that when claim 2 of 360,070, in its
language describing the action of that device, failed to describe the
means by which the extreme traverse of the piston produced it, declar-
ing merely that the piston, "by a further traverse, admits air directly
from the main air pipe to the brake cylinder," it was fatally defective,
claiming only a result, which is public property, and not identifying
the specific means (his own property) by which the result is achieved.
That this invention of Westinghouse, thus undefined, is one of the
highest value to the public, and that it is a pioneer one in the art of
quick-action air brakes, is not denied, and is conceded. It is con-
spicuously one of those pioneer inventions which entitle the pro-
prietor to a liberal protection from the courts in construing the claim.
But there is a limit to the judicial liberality in this direction. If an
inventor is ambiguous, or obscure, or halt, or limp in his language of
description, the courts will help him out, and so construe the claim
as to give distinct identity to his device. If there be a doubt in the
mind of the court or of a jury on the issue of mechanical equivalency,
the court will give, and instruct the jury to give, the benefit of the
doubt to the pioneer inventor. But where the inventor falls so far
short in his description as to claim only the result which his ma-
chine accomplishes, and omits an explicit definition of the means by
which he does it, as in the case at bar, the courts have another duty
to perform, one which they owe to the public and to the worthy
fraternity of inventors, and must decline to give him general rights
where he is entitled only to special rights.
The inventor in the present case seemed himself to feel that his

claim was too broad in terms. In his original application for patent
.360,070 his first claim was couched in this language:
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"In a brake mecbanism, the combination of a main pipe, an auxiliary reservoir,
a bral{e cylinder, and a triple valve provided with a device for· admitting air
directly from the main air pipe to the brake cylinder."

This language covered any device which might accomplish the
object mentioned, and he found it necessary to erase it from his speci-
, fication, and to substitute claim 1 as it now stands. In the same
specification Westinghouse had also used this language:
"l"urther, while in the specific construction described and shown the function

of admitting air from the main pipe is performed by a valve separate from tl1at
which elIects the preliminary admission of reservoir pressure to tl1e
a modification in which the same office is performed 'by a valve integral with
the main valve, and formed by an extension thereof, would be included in and
embody-the essential operative features of my invention."

Here, again, was a claim for a function irrespectively of the me-
chanical'means used in accomplishing it, which the inventor found it
necessary to erase from' his specification. In the suit at bar he
virtually asks the court to restore to his claim the two erasures which
he felt himself unable to sustain at the patent office. Our duty to
the public and to inventors at large forbids our doing so.
Some notice is proper, in this connection, of the contention of

appellees that the additional valve, 4, in the additional stem of the
quick-action apparatus attached to the original triple valve 220,556
by Westinghouse in patent 360,070, is the mechanical equivalent of
the poppet valve of Boyden which he designates as 22 in the triple
valve of 220,556 as he improves it in his device. This contention is
urged on the ground, as alleged, that Boyden makes it perform the
same purpose which Westinghollse's fourth valve performs in his
attached apparatus. But Boyden simply substituted in the original
triple valve his poppet valve 22 for the slide valve which is the main
valve of patent 220,556. Boyden's is not an "auxiliary" valve; it is
mechanically the original main valve of the original triple valve, and
it performs the service which is performed by the main valve of
220,556. It is not the mechanical equivalent of valve 4 in thf'
attached apparatus of Westinghouse simply by taking part in emer-
gency service in admitting train pipe air into the brake cylinder. In
the original triple valve it performed no other service than admitting
auxiliary reservoir air into the brake cylinder. In Boyden's device it
continues to perform that service, and is made incidentally instru-
mental in allowing the passage of train pipe air. The performance
incidentally of quick-action service does not make it an auxiliary
valve. It is the same valve. The incidental service is auxiliary, but
the valve itself i.s the same and unchanged. We think the circuit
court was correct in its view that the poppet valve, 22, of Boyden, is
the original main valve of 220,556.
We think the circuit court was correct in ruling that Boyden's

invention under consideration does not infringe claim 1 of Westing-
house. The language of that claim, in defining the additional appa-
ratus of Westinghouse embraced in patent 360,070, is, "and an aux-
iliary valve device, actuated by the piston on the triple valve, and inde-
. pendent of the main valve," for admitting air directly from the train
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pipe to the brake cylinder. Obviously, there is no "auxiliar.y valve,"
"independent of thelilain valve," in the Boyden device, and we think
the. ruling was correct. The case is similar in respect to claim 4
of Westinghouse. :The language there is, "And an auxiliary valve
actuated by the piston stem, and controlling communication between
passages leading to connections with a main air pipe and with the
brake cylinder." None of these terms can fairly be applied to the
Boyden device, or to anJ' of its details; and we think that the circuit
court ruled correctly in holding that claim 4 is not infringed by
Boyden.
'l'he distinction suggested by the circuit court between inventions

employing cranks and levers visible to the senses and those employing
compressed air, which operates by modes not visible to the senses,-
as to which latter devices the circuit court held that, "in judging of
an infringement we are to direct our attention rather to functional
equivalents thari to mechanical equivalents,"-we do not think well
taken, even in favor of pioneer inventions. The supreme court, in its
ruling in the great leading case of O'Reilly v. !forse, 15 How. 62,
which was one in which the far more subtle agency of electricity was
under consideration, neither made nor intimated such a distinction.
to the adjudications in the federal courts of the Southern district

of New York on the subject of the air brakes invented by Westing-
house, it is incumbent upon us to consider whether the questions now
before this court are in any respect res judicata, and binding prece-
dents in the case at bar. Technically, they are not. The patent char-
ged to have been infringed in the first suit in the circuit court of
New York, and on appeal in the appellate court of that circuit, was
that taken out by Westinghouse as No. 376,837. That patent COll-
tained an important-indeed, a vital-improvement upon No. 360,-
070, which is in suit here, and which has been found in practice to be
insufficient for its purposes. It contained a supplemental or aux-
iliary piston, as well as an additional stem, an additional valve, and
independent by-passages, composing an additional segregate machine,
as we have before mentioned. In the second suit before the New
York circuit and appellate courts, the parties complainant and de-
fendant being the same, and the defendant's invention being the
same, suit was based upon two patents of Westinghouse, Nos. 360,-
070 and 376,837, and also upon a patent issued to H. S. Park, num-
bered 393,784. The question in both suits was whether the air brake
contrived by the defendant in those suits had infringed the three
patents. Judge Lacombe-who was affirmed on appeal-described
the machine of the defendant there as having "the main air pipe
[train pipe], an auxiliary reservoir, a brake cylinder, a triple valve
[these constituting the old triple-valve mechanism of patent 220,556],
and an auxiliary valve device independent of the main valve for ad-
mitting air in the application of the brake directly from the main
air pipe to the brake cylinder." A diagram which illustrates this
additional and "auxiliary valve device independent of the main valve"
of the defendant in the New York suits is given below, and is at-
tached to and made part of this opinion.
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NEW YORK AIR BRAKE CO,'SVALVE.
Decreed by Judge Lacombe to Infringe Patent No. 860,070, because It contains

. the" additional members" of that Patent. I

The upper part of the mechanism in the above cut (represented by the left
oblique shading, thus: \\\ ) constitutes the "triple valve;" said parts are num·
bered 10, 11, 12, 14, 20, \\\ 86. 89 and 51. .
The lower part (represented by the right oblique shading, thus: 11/), infringes

the Westinghouse invention because it includes the "additional III members,"
a separate "auxiliary valve 41" and passage 46, leading from the train pipe direct
to the brake-cylinder.
It will be seen the above structure has the "two machines," the left oblique

shading and the right oblique shading the same as Patent 860,070, whereas De·
fendant's Structure Plate XI here in suit, has only one-the left oblique shading
-and therefore is minus the ",additional members."

It will be apparent, from an inspection of this diagram, that no
decision affecting that device can affect one as different from it
structurally and in every respect as is that of the Boyden device.
It would require the verdict of a jury and the conclusive testimony
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of experts upon the question of mechanical equivalEmcy to enable a
comt to decide whether they present a case of res judicata.
Pl'ima facie, a decision founded upon one patent not in suit here,

and another decision founded upon three patents collectively, one
only of which is in suit here, the two decisions declaring that an in-
vention used by a defendant who is not the defendant here, against
a machine of that defendant differing widely in its structure from
the one complained of here, cannot be treated as binding in the deci-
sion which this court may feel bound to render in the suit at bar.
Here it is contended that the mere use of the extreme traverse of
the triple-valve piston to effect the same functional result which
was effected by Westinghouse in 360,070 constitutes an infringe-
ment, irrespectively of the additional means employed. There it was
ruled that the use of the extreme traverse and of an additional ma-
chine attached to the original 220,556, which was structurally and
mechanically equivalent to 360,070, was an infringement of the lat-
ter patent. The cases are different, and not on all fours with each
other, and do not control or affect our own ruling.
Decrees will be entered, in accordance with the views expressed

in this opinion, affirming the ruling of the court below in respect to
claims 1 and 4 of the complainant's patent No. 360,070, and reversing
the ruling of the court below in respect to claim 2 of the said patent.

WHEATON v. NORTON et aI.

(Circuit Court of Appeals, Ninth Circuit. October 31, 1895.)

No. 141.

1. PATENTS-LIMITATIOlS:S OF CI,AIMS-AMENDMENTS IN PATENT OFFICE.
'Where an applicant narrows his cllums In consequence of objections

raised by the patent office. he cannot, after the patent is allowed, broaden
them by construction, so as to drop out any element which he was COUl-
pelled to include in his combination in order to obtain the patent.

2. SAME-CAN·HEADDfG MACHINES.
Where a patent for a can-heading machine, as finally a;l1owed after

amendments introduced to meet objections of the patent office, made an
annular space in the clamping mold and a piston for forcing the can head
thereon essential elements of the combination, held, that no device which
omitted these elements or their mechanical eqUivalents would be an in-
fringement.

a. SAME.
The Norton patent, No. 267,014, for a can-heading machine, analyzed

and construed, and held, not infringed, as to any of its claims, by the
Wheaton patent, No. 477,584, which omits some of the essential elements
of the combination covered by the claims of the Norton patent. 57 l!'ed.
927. reversed. ('l'he construction placed upon the Norton patent by this
court in Norton v. Jensen, 1 O. C. A. 452, 49 Fed. 859, modified upon new
evidence, consisting of the file wrapper showing the proceedings in the
patent office.)

Appeal from the Circuit Court of the United 8tates for the North-
ern District of California.

v.70F.no.9-53


